LAWNBOWLING
WOMEN SINGLES
75+  1st  Gail Schambow
80+  1st  Nancy Hoeppner
85+  1st  Darlene Dubois

LAWNBOWLING
MEN SINGLES
65+  1st  Robert Beringer
     2nd  John Orchard
75+  1st  Don Schambow
     2nd  Bill Smith
80+  1st  Bob Fischer
     2nd  Donald Hoeppner
     3rd  Alfred Dubois
85+  1st  Frank Giaimo

LAWNBOWLING
MIXED DOUBLES
60+  1st  Carole Mueller/Frank Giaimo
     2nd  Joan Joas-Faas/Roland Faas
75+  1st  Bill Smith/Bob Fischer
     2nd  Don & Gail Schambow
80+  1st  Nancy and Don Hoeppner
     2nd  Darlene and Alfred Dubois